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1. Introduction

It is well accepted that the resistive wall mode (RWM) insta-
bility is one of the main obstacles for achieving high beta, high 
bootstrap fraction plasmas in the so called advanced tokamak 
scenarios [1–3]. It is of crucial importance to understand 
the physics associated with the mode, as well as the poten-
tial ways to actively control the stability of the mode [4–6], 
for the purpose of not only expanding the operational space 
of plasma discharges, but also, perhaps even more critically 
for future fusion devices, avoiding major disruptions due to 
the onset of low-n, global RWMs. In the reversed field pinch 
(RFP) plasmas, the RWM instability, which is experimentally 
observed to grow exponentially [7], is often the limiting factor 
that terminates the discharge [8].

In this modelling work, we are mainly interested in the 
kinetic damping of the RWM, due to the mode resonances 
with drift motions of plasma particles—both thermal and 
energetic particles. Drift kinetic damping of the mode in 
tokamaks has been extensively studied during recent years 
[9–14], less so in RFPs [15–17]. However, most of the work 
has so far been focusing either on the thermal particle kinetic 
effects [10–19], or on the energetic particle (EP) effects alone 
[20–23]. A limited number of work considered the combined 
kinetic effects of both thermal and energetic particles on the 
mode [24], though essentially following the so called pertur-
bative approach, in which the growth rate and real frequency 
of the mode are determined from an extended energy principle 
[9], but the eigenfunction of the mode is taken from compu-
tations based on the fluid theory. Few study is carried out to 
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investigate the RWM stability following the non-perturba-
tive approach, in the presence of both thermal and energetic 
particle kinetic resonances. The non-perturbative approach 
assumes that the eigenfunction of the RWM can be self-con-
sistently modified by the drift kinetic resonances. This can 
only be realized either via full particle kinetic simulations, or 
via a self-consistent solution of both MHD and (drift) kinetic 
equations  in a hybrid manner [10, 13]. The latter has been 
adopted in the MARS-K code [10, 22], which we use in this 
study.

We shall be primarily interested in the kinetic damping of 
the RWM in RFP plasmas, by both thermal and energetic par-
ticles. Most of the kinetic physics study for the RWM in RFPs 
has so far been focusing on thermal particles [15–17]. This is 
partly due to the fact that the existing RFP devices, such as 
RFX-mod and T2R, where the RWM instability can occur,  
do not have auxiliary heating systems that produce energetic 
ions (EIs). It is, however, plausible that future RFP devices will 
be equipped with auxiliary heating in order to achieve high 
temperature plasmas. In fact a significant amount of EIs are 
already generated in MST during the neutral beam injection 
(NBI) [25]. Neutral beams normally yield EIs with slowing 
down energy distribution but anisotropic particle pitch angle 
distribution. This aspect of anisotropy will also be addressed 
in the present work.

For the RWM, which is normally well phase locked 
to the surrounding resistive wall of the tokamak or RFP 
devices, the drift kinetic resonances occur essentially in the 
presence of toroidal plasma flow, which Doppler shifts the 
mode frequency. Thus the mode rotates in the plasma frame. 
In RFP plasmas, toroidal flow has been found to be able to 
stabilize the RWM according to the fluid theory, but at a 
speed of the Alfven velocity range [26]. Drift kinetic com-
putations, with thermal particles alone, show that a flow at 
sound speed range is needed for the RWM stabilization in 
RFP plasmas [15]. Adding EIs contribution does not quali-
tatively alter this flow range, but quantitatively does, as will 
be shown in this work. Since the kinetic precession drift 
motion of trapped EIs has specific toroidal direction, it is 
important to consider the kinetic effects with both co- and 
counter-current flows. This issue is also addressed in the 
present study.

The main result from this investigation is the discovery of a 
cancellation effect, for the drift kinetic damping of the RWM, 
between the thermal and energetic particle contributions. This 
is observed in the non-perturbative MHD-kinetic hybrid com-
putations for the RFP plasmas. Similar effect is also found 
for tokamak configurations, which we also report here for the 
purpose of comparison with the RFP results. It is plausible 
that similar cancellation effect can also be partially observed 
following the perturbative MHD-kinetic hybrid approach. In 
this work, however, we shall only follow the non-perturbative 
approach, which we believe to be more accurate in describing 
the drift kinetic effects on the RWM.

The next Section  briefly describes the computational 
models adopted in this work. Section 3 reports the MARS-K 
modelling results for the n  =  6 RWM stability in a toroidal 
RFP plasma (n is the toroidal mode number), followed by 

section 4 reporting the tokamak results for the n  =  1 RWM. 
Section 5 draws conclusion.

2. Models and formulations

2.1. Toroidal self-consistent MHD-kinetic hybrid model

The MARS-K code numerically solves the linearized, single 
fluid MHD equations  with self-consistent inclusion of drift 
kinetic resonances in toroidal geometry [10, 22]. For a given cur-
vilinear flux coordinate system ( χ φs, , ), and assuming that all 
the perturbations have the form ( )  ( )χ φ χ= ω φ− −A s t A s, , , , e t ni i , 
the MHD equations are written in the Eulerian frame

( ) ( )ξ ξω φ− − Ω = + ⋅ ∇Ω ∇n Rvi 2 (1)
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where s is the normalized radial coordinate labelling the equi-
librium flux surface. More specifically, s is the square root of 
the normalized equilibrium poloidal flux. χ is a generalized 
poloidal angle. ω ω γ= + ir  is the complex eigenvalue of the 
mode (γ being the mode growth rate, ωr the mode rotation 
frequency in the laboratory frame). The mode frequency is 
corrected by a Doppler shift Ωin , with n being the toroidal 
mode number, Ω the plasma rotation frequency in the torodial 
direction φ. A radially uniform flow model is adopted in the 
present study. ξ, v, Q, j, p represent the perturbed quantities: 
the plasma displacement, the perturbed velocity, magnetic 
field, current and kinetic pressure tensor, respectively. ρ is the 
unperturbed plasma density. B is the equilibrium magnetic 
field. R is the plasma major radius. �Z is the unit vector in the 
vertical direction. A conventional unit system is assumed with 
the vacuum permeability μo  =  1; and the subsonic plasma 
flow is assumed.

The perturbed kinetic pressure tensor p includes both 
 parallel (to the equilibrium magnetic field), p||, and perpend-
icular, p⊥, components. Each component involves both 
 adiabatic (superscript ‘a’) and non-adiabatic (superscript 
‘na’) parts:    ∥ ∥ ∥= + = +⊥ ⊥ ⊥p p p p p p,a na a na.

( )∫∑ ξ= Γ − ⋅ ∇⊥p E fd ,g
a

j
g j

o
 (6)

  ∥∫∑= Γ = ⊥p E f gd , ,g
na

j
g j

1
 (7)

where ∥ ∥=E Mv2, and / µ= =⊥ ⊥E Mv B22  (μ is the magnetic 
moment). I is the unit tensor, and b  =  B/|B|. Γ denotes the 
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velocity space of particles, and j denotes the particle species 
including thermal ions and electrons as well as energetic ions 

(j  =  i,e,a). f j
0 is the equilibrium distribution function. f j

1 is 
the solution of the perturbed drift kinetic equation, which we 
solve together with the fluid equations  [10]. Therefore this 
self-consistent approach provides a drift kinetic closure to the 
single fluid MHD equations. Besides, a set of vacuum equa-
tions for the perturbed magnetic field Q, and the resistive wall 
equation based on the thin-shell approximation, are all solved 
together with equations (1)–(4) [10].

2.2. Equilibrium distribution models for particle species

We assume the Maxwellian equilibrium distribution for 
thermal ions and electrons. In order to describe the equilib-
rium distribution of NBI induced EIs, we adopt a model which 
is slowing down in the particle energy space εk, and (gener-
ally) anisotropic in the particle pitch angle space ζ [22, 27]
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ε ε π δζ
ε ε

ε ε
= +
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C G
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e
, with Mi, Me and Ma 

denoting the mass of thermal ion, electron and energetic ion, 
respectively; εa is the EIs birth energy. A sum of Gaussian 
functions, G1, is introduced to model the anisotropy in the par-
ticle pitch angle /∥ζ = v v
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i
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1
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4 2

2 (9)

The choices of coefficients Ci, ζi determine various NBI 
schemes (normal versus tangential) [22]. The width of the 
Gaussian, δζ, is also a function of the particle energy [22]. 
Formally as δζ approaches infinity, the G1 factor approaches 
π δζ2 , and equation(8) recovers the isotropic distribution 

limit for EIs. The factor C(ψ) in equation (8) is determined by 
the EIs (flux surface averaged) density Na.

We point out that, generally speaking, the equilibrium 
 distribution of particles is assumed to be a function of 
three adiabatic invariants: the toroidal canonical angular 
momentum ( / )ψ φ= − +φP Ze MR td d2 , the particle energy εk, 
and the particle magnetic moment /( )µ = ⊥Mv B22  ( ⊥v  here is 
the particle guiding center velocity perpendicular to the equi-
librium magn etic field, and B the amplitude of the equilibrium 
magn etic field strength). In this work, we shall neglect the 
finite orbit width effect of energetic particles. In this approx-
imation, the second term of the canonical momentum can be 
dropped. We mention that a formulation with first order finite 
orbit width correction has also recently been developed [22], 
that includes the second term in the canonical momentum. The 
conservation of the particle energy and the magnetic moment 
implies that the particle distribution is always symmetric with 
respect to the sign of v||. In reality, transport modelling for 
EPs often finds asymmetry in the particle distribution along 

v||. This asymmetry can be due to strange particle orbits [28], 
and/or asymmetry in the particle losses along the co- and 
counter-current directions. This asymmetry is captured either 
by introducing the pitch angle ζ as in equation (8) following 
[29], or by explicitly introducing the sign of v||, σ  =  sign(v||), 
as the fourth variable in the particle distribution function,  
as in [29]. Our model here follows the former approach.

The drift kinetic effects from each species of particles 
are self-consistently coupled to MHD equations; the detail 
description can be found in [10]. For thermal particles, the 
key element in this formulation is the wave-particle resonance 
operator, expressed as

[ ( / ) ]
[ ( ) ]

λ
ω ε ω ω

ω α ω ω ν
=

+ − +Ω −
+ + + + Ω− −

α ∗ ∗�n

n m nq l n

3 2

iml
N k T

d b eff
 (10)

where ωd is the bounce-orbit-averaged precession drift fre-
quency. ω*N and ω*T represent the diamagnetic flow frequen-
cies due to the radial gradient of the particle density and 
temperature, respectively. For trapped particles, α  =  0, and ωb 
is the bounce frequency. l is a integer number. For passing 
particles, α  =  ±1, and ωb represents the transit frequency. νeff 
is the effective collision frequency of particle species. Similar 
to thermal particles, the precessional drift resonance operators 
for fast ions can be expressed as

λ
ω

ω ω ν
=

−

+ Ω− −
ψ ε

∂

∂

∂

∂
n Ze

n n i
a

f f

ad eff

a
o

a
o( )/

 (11)

where ωda is the bounce orbit averaged precessional drift fre-
quency of fast ions. In this work, we shall neglect the finite 
banana orbit effect.

3. Kinetic effects on RWMs in RFP plasmas

3.1. Specification of toroidal RFP equilibrium

A toroidal RFP equilibrium is self-consistently computed 
using the CHEASE code [30], based on the typical plasma 
parameters from the RFX-mod experiments. The plasma has 
a circular poloidal cross section, with the inverse aspect ratio 
of a/R0  =  0.2295. A typical toroidal field reversal factor, of 

( )/= = −φ φF B a B 0.06, is chosen, with φB  being the 
volume averaged toroidal field strength. A resistive wall, of 
circular shape, is radially located at b/a  =  1.12. The plasma 
current profile is specified such that the on-axis safety factor, 
q0, is 0.1448. The edge safety factor, qa, is around  −0.09. 
Figure 1 shows the radial profile of the safety factor, as well as 
the locations of various rational surfaces. The plot is extended 
to the surrounding vacuum region outside the plasma. The 
RFP configuration is characterised by the reversal of the 
toroidal magnetic field direction near the plasma edge. RFP 
can operate in the parameter region where the resonant kink 
modes (with rational surfaces located inside the plasma) are 
stable, whilst the non-resonant external kink modes remain 
unstable without a close-fitting surrounding ideal wall. The 
poloidal plasma beta is chosen to be βp  =  8π  <P>  Vtot /
(I2R0)  =  0.155, where  <P>  is the volume averaged 
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equilibrium plasma pressure P, with the total plasma volume 
of 2πVtot. I is the plasma current, and R0 the major radius of 
the plasma magnetic axis. The equilibrium electron density is 
specified by a parabolic radial profile ne(s)  =  ne0(1  −  s2), with 
the plasma core density of ne0  =  2.5  ×  1019 m−3.

As descripted in figure 1, there are normally two types of 
RWMs in an RFP plasma: the so called externally non-reso-
nant mode (ENRM), with the mode rational surface located 
at q  <  qa  <  0 (marked in the vaccum region of the figure); 
and the internally non-resonant mode (INRM), with the mode 
rational surface located at q  >  q0  >  0 (marked at the magnetic 
axis). Note that both types of mode correspond to the external 
kink instability, since the mode rational surface is located out-
side the plasma in both cases. These external kink modes are 
normally current driven instability in the RFP.

With the aforementioned equilibrium, the most unstable 
RWM, which we shall study in this work, is the n  =  6 
INRM, with the dominant poloidal harmonic number of 
m  =  1. The corresponding mode rational surface is located 
at q  =  1/6  >  q0  =  0.1448. For this n  =  6 RWM, the ideal 
wall beta limit, assuming the same ideal wall radial loca-
tion of b/a  =  1.12 as the resistive wall, is computed to be 

β = 0.16p

ideal

. The equilibrium that we choose thus is close, but 

below the ideal wall beta limit—the plasma is in the RWM 
regime. Under these conditions, the kinetic effects play sig-
nificant roles in stabilizing the n  =  6 RWM.

In this work, we shall specify the equilibrium radial profile 

for EIs by specifying a ratio / /β β=P Pa
a

th p p
th, which is gener-

ally a function of the plasma minor radius. We also specify 
the birth energy εa of EIs. For a given equilibrium distribution 
in the particle velocity space, specification of both β * and εa 
uniquely defines the density of EIs. The typical values that 
we choose are β *  =  Pa(0)/Pth(0)  =  0.3 and εa  =  100 keV, 
although these parameters are also varied in the present study. 
It is important to mention that the total equilibrium pressure is 
kept the same, while we vary the EIs pressure fraction in this 

work. This is to ensure that the total MHD drive (including 
effectively the sum of the adiabatic contributions from all 
particle species) remains the same, while we vary the rela-
tive portion of the (non-adiabatic) kinetic contributions from 
thermal particles and EIs. An alternative approach, which 
we do not follow in this work, is to fix the thermal particle 
pressure while adding/varying the EIs contribution. This will 
lead to the variation of the total equilibrium pressure, thus 
changing the MHD drive for the mode.

In the particle velocity space, we assume slowing down dis-
tribution in particle energy, and either isotropic or anisotropic 
distribution in particle pitch angle, as specified in section 2. 
In the following, we first report the MARS-K computational 
results assuming isotropic distribution for EIs.

3.2. Kinetic effects of EPs with isotropic distribution

Figure 2 shows a typical example of the kinetic damping 
results on the n  =  6 RWM in the RFP plasma, including 
kinetic contributions from either thermal particles or EIs 
alone, or from both. We consider plasma toroidal flow in both 
directions. With the adopted sign conventions in MARS-K, 
the processional drift kinetic resonance occurs when the sum 
of the precession frequency ωd of particles and the plasma 
rotation frequency Ω vanishes, see equation  (10). For RFP 
plasmas, the toroidal precession of particles typically does not 
experience the so called drift reversal effect in the velocity 
space. Thus the precession frequency has either positive or 
negative sign. In fact the precession frequency is always 
positive (co-current) for trapped ions, and negative (counter- 
cur rent) for trapped electrons, as shown in figure 3. This cre-
ates asymmetry effect, with respect to the plasma flow direc-
tion, in the kinetic damping due to the precessional drift 
resonances, in particular for EIs as shown by figures  2(a) 
and (b). In the presence of EIs contribution alone, only the 
counter-current flow, at sufficiently fast speed, leads to the 
RWM stabilization. The critical plasma rotation frequency, 
computed for this case, is ΩC/ωA  =  −0.039. This frequency 
also quantitatively matches well the averaged precession fre-
quency of EIs, shown in figure 3. No stabilization of the mode 
is achieved with co-current flow.

The situation is different for thermal particles. First of all, 
because of the opposite directions of the toroidal precession 
for thermal ions and electrons, there is always one particle 
species which is in resonance with the mode, at a given direc-
tion of the plasma flow. Therefore, the precessional drift reso-
nance is always present (and reasonably symmetric if Pi ~ Pe), 
independent of the flow direction, as long as the contributions 
from both thermal ions and electrons are included, which is 
indeed the case in the present study.

However, for RFP plasmas, the precessional drift reso-
nances do not contribute a major kinetic damping to the 
RWM, as has been previously reported [15, 16] and also con-
firmed here by figure  2. The precessional drift resonances, 
which occur generally at the plasma rotation frequency 
|Ω/ωA|  <  0.01, do not stabilize the mode. On the contrary, 
the full stabilization is achieved at much higher flow speeds 
(about  −0.039ωA at counter-current flow and 0.022ωA at 

Figure 1. Radial profile of the safety factor q. The RWMs in the 
RFP plasma have rational surfaces located outside the plasma, and 
can be classified in two groups: the internally non-resonant mode 
and the externally non-resonant mode. The modes with rational 
surfaces inside plasma are classified as resonant modes, observed as 
resistive modes in RFP plasmas.
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co-current flow), as shown by figure 2. This is primarily due 
to the transit motion induced kinetic resonances of passing 
thermal particles [15]. In fact the MARS-K computed critical 
rotation speeds, shown in figure  2, fall well into the transit 
frequency range for thermal ions, shown in figure  3, when 
the factor (m  −  nq  +  l )/n is taken into account in the transit 
frequency. Note that figure 3 only shows the case for m  =  1 
(l  =  0), which gives the primary resonance contribution due to 
passing particles, for both co- and counter-current flows. The 
asymmetry in the computed critical rotation speeds, between 
these two cases, is largely associated with the asymmetry in 
the nominator of the resonance operator (10).

What is more interesting from this study, is the cancel-
lation of the drift kinetic damping for the RWM in RFPs, 

between the thermal particle and the EIs contributions.  
As a result, the faster counter-current flow is needed in order 
to fully stabilize the mode, when all particle contributions 
are included into the MARS-K computations, as shown in 
figure 2(a). Such a cancellation does not occur for the co-
current flow case, since no drift kinetic resonances occur for 
EIs in this case. Consequently, the predicted critical rota-
tion speeds are nearly the same, with or without the EIs 
contribution.

We emphasize that two conditions have to be satisfied, in 
order for the aforementioned cancellation to occur. First, both 
thermal and EIs, individually, need to be in resonance with 
the mode. Secondly, and perhaps more importantly, both reso-
nances (with thermal and energetic particles) have to occur 
at similar toroidal rotation speed of the plasma. In our RFP 
plasma, the counter-current flow case satisfies both condi-
tions. In particular, the second condition is satisfied between 
the transit frequency of passing thermal ions and the preces-
sion frequency of trapped EIs.

Figure 3 presents the radial profiles of various drift fre-
quencies, averaged over the poloidal angle as well as over 
the particle velocity space, for the same RFP equilibrium 
parameters as that in figure  2. The precession frequency of 
energetic ions, the transit frequency of the passing thermal 
ions, and the bounce frequency of the trapped thermal ions, 
as well as the precession frequencies of thermal trapped ions 
and electrons are all plotted for comparison. It shows that 
the transit frequencies and bounce frequency of the thermal 
ions are located in the frequency range, which is comparable 
with the precession frequency of EIs. Therefore, at a certain 
range of the plasma rotation, if the RWM is in resonance with 
the precession frequency of EIs, it may also be in resonance 
with the transit and bounce frequencies of thermal ions. Each 
species can make their contribution, respectively, to the drift 
kinetic potential energy. The stability nature of the RWM is 
determined by the combination of the kinetic effects from the 
two species. The trapped thermal particles have much lower 
precession frequencies, compared to that of EIs, thus giving 

Figure 2. The normalized growth rate /γ ωA of the n  =  6 RWM versus the toroidal plasma flow in (a) counter-current, and  
(b) co-current, directions, for a toroidal RFP equilibrium with β = 0.155P , β*  =  βh/βth  =  const  =  0.3, F  =  −0.06, q0  =  0.145, b/a  =  1.12, 
and ε = 100 keVa . The toroidal angular frequency of the plasma flow, /ωΩ A, is normalized by the toroidal Alfven frequency on the magnetic 
axis. Comparison is made between thermal particle kinetic effects alone (solid lines), EPs effects alone (dashed), and the combined effects 
from both thermal and energetic particles (dash-dotted).

Figure 3. Various drift frequencies of particle species, averaged 
over the particle velocity space as well as over the poloidal angle, 
and plotted along the plasma minor radius s, including the transit 
frequency ( ) /ω−m nq np  (m  =  1) of passing thermal ions, the 
bounce frequency /ω nb  of the trapped thermal ions, the toroidal 
precession frequencies ω ω,d di e of trapped thermal ions and 
electrons, respectively, as well as the precession frequency ωda of 
trapped energetic ions. The equilibrium parameters are the same as 
in figure 2.
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a negligible influence on the cancelation effects in the RFP 
plasmas.

The direct evidence of the cancellation is shown in 
figure  4, where we compare the imaginary parts of the net 
perturbed drift kinetic contributions from different particle 
species, while varying the plasma flow speed in both direc-
tions. The imaginary parts of δWk represent the drift kinetic 
resonances, and always play the most important stabilizing 
role on the RWM, independent of the sign. We point out that 
the net perturbed kinetic energies are evaluated, based on 
the self- consistently computed mode eigen-frequency and 
eigen-function by MARS-K, at each flow speed. Note that the 
 cancellation occurs only for the counter-current flow case. For 
the co-current flow case, the imaginary part of δWk vanishes 
from the EIs contribution, since no drift kinetic resonance 
occurs. We also note that the cancellation shown in figure 4(a) 
is generally not complete.

According to the dispersion relation for the RWM, a par-
tial cancellation of the net kinetic energy damping terms 
(between thermal and energetic ions in our case) leads to 

reduced stabilization of the mode. On the other hand, the self-
consistent computations with MARS-K does not only involve 
the integrated energies, and we expect that local cancellation 
of the damping energy also takes place. This is indeed the 
case. As an example, figure 5 shows local quantities, associ-
ated with trapped EIs, in real space for (a) the precessional 
drift frequency averaged over the particle velocity space, and 
(b) the imaginary part of the perturbed kinetic energy at flow 
speed Ω/ωA  =  −0.035.

Figure 5(a) shows a large flat region located primarily 
in the low field side (LFS) of the torus, where the phase 
space averaged precession frequency of trapped EIs is in the 
range of ωd ~ 0.03–0.04ωA. Therefore, a strong resonance is 
expected to occur when the mode frequency, which is essen-
tially the Doppler shifted frequency due to the plasma flow 
in the plasma frame, matches nωd. Indeed, large amplitude of 
Im(δWk) is also observed in the LFS region, at the matching 
flow speed Ω/ωA  =  −0.035, as shown by figure  5(b). The 
energy perturbation is more localized near the plasma core, 
due to the large mode structure (the plasma displacement) of 

Figure 4. The imaginary parts of the net drift kinetic energy perturbations, normalized by the perturbed inertial energy and plotted as 
functions of (a) counter-current, and (b) co-current, toroidal rotation frequency. Comparison is made between thermal particle kinetic 
effects alone (solid lines), EPs effects alone (dashed), and the combined effects from both thermal and energetic particles (dash-dotted).  
The equilibrium parameters are the same as in figure 2.

Figure 5. Plotted on the poloidal cross section of the RFP plasma are (a) the precessional drift frequency of trapped energetic ions, 
averaged over the particle velocity space, and (b) the imaginary part of the perturbed drift kinetic energy from trapped EIs alone, assuming 
a toroidal rotation frequency of ωΩ = −0.035A/ . The other equilibrium parameters are the same as that in figure 2.
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the dominant m  =  1 harmonic, which is more localized near 
the core [16]. We emphasize that the discussion of the fre-
quency matching in figure 5 is still approximate, since the real 
resonance occurs locally also in the particle velocity space 
(both particle energy and pitch angle).

We also find a similar local distribution of Im(δWk) in the 
R-Z plane but with the opposite sign, from the transit reso-
nance contribution of passing thermal ions, thus confirming 
the local cancellation of the perturbed drift kinetic energy in 
real space, between the thermal and energetic ions.

We point out that the Im(δWk)-based interpretation (figures 
4 and 5) of the RWM stabilization/destabilization (figure 2) is 
strictly valid only for the perturbative approach for the RWM 
stability analysis. In the self-consistent approach, which is 
adopted in this study, Im(δWk) itself is a (non-linear) func-
tion of the mode’s eigenvalue. Therefore, the stabilizing 
role of Im(δWk) is more difficult to analyze. However, the  
a  posteriori analysis as we performed here in figures 4 and 5 
(as well as in later figures for the tokamak equilibrium), where 
Im(δWk) is evaluated by inserting the eventual mode’s eigen-
frequency as obtained from the self-consistent computations, 
still follows the similar physics in terms of the stabilizing role 
played by Im(δWk).

One further question to ask is how the eventual stabiliza-
tion of the RWM is still possible, when the cancellation of the 
drift kinetic damping energy occurs. Figure 4 offers a partial 
answer—the amount of the net damping energy, after cancel-
lation, increases with faster plasma flow. More understanding 
is gained by varying the birth energy of EIs, thus varying the 
precession frequency of EIs as shown in figure 6(b). The pre-
cession frequency of the trapped EIs is proportional to the 
particle birth energy εa, as expected. By fixing the EIs density 
fraction, we also vary the EIs pressure, which linearly scales 
with εa. Since the total equilibrium pressure is kept unchanged 
(satisfying the equilibrium force balance), the thermal particle 
pressure (and hence the thermal particle temperature) also 
varies with εa, resulting in the pressure fraction parameter β * 

varying faster than εa. Therefore, with increasing εa, the pre-
cession frequency of trapped EIs (linearly) increases, whilst 
the bounce or transit frequency of thermal particles decreases 
(as square root of the particle energy). This changes the reso-
nance conditions for both thermal and energetic particles, at a 
given plasma flow speed, thus gives us another tool to investi-
gate the cancellation effect.

The final results are summarized in figure  6(a). At low 
birth energy (εa  =  50 keV), the precession frequency of EIs 
is also low (ωda ~ 0.02ωA). The n  =  6 RWM is fully stabilized 
at low plasma rotation Ω  =  −0.021ωA, with the contribution 
from EIs alone. Inclusion of the thermal particle contribution, 
at this flow frequency, leads to large cancellation, and hence 
the loss of the RWM stabilization. However, with further 
increasing the flow speed, the resonance with EIs diminishes. 
At Ω ~  −0.039ωA, the kinetic damping from thermal ions 
dominates, and the mode is again stabilized. No significant 
cancellation occurs at this flow speed.

On the other hand, the high birth energy (εa  =  150 keV) of 
EIs increases the precession frequency up to ωda ~ 0.05ωA. The 
mode is fully stabilized at plasma rotation of Ω  =  −0.05ωA, 
with the contribution from EIs alone. Inclusion of thermal 
 particle contribution again leads to the cancellation and thus 
the loss of the RWM stability at this flow speed. The cancella-
tion is stronger because of the larger fraction of EIs pressure 
in this case. As a result, even faster plasma flow is required for 
the stabilization of the mode, when both thermal and hot ions 
contributions are included.

3.3. Kinetic effects of EPs with anisotropic distributions

In this work, the anisotropy of the EIs equilibrium distribu-
tion, in the particle pitch ζ, is modelled by Gaussian func-
tions G1 as defined by equation  (9). In the following, we 
choose the coefficients Ci and ζi such that both normal and 
co-current tangential NBI injections are modelled. Examples 
of the G1 factor, as functions of ζ, are shown in figure 7(a), 

Figure 6. Comparison of (a) the growth rate of the n  =  6 RWM versus the counter-current plasma flow frequency, and (b) the toroidal 
precession frequency of EIs, averaged over the particle velocity space as well as over the poloidal angle, and plotted versus the plasma 
minor radius, with three choices of the EIs birth energy ε β= =∗50 keV 0.135a ( ), β =∗100 keV 0.3( ), ( )β =∗150 keV 0.51 . The growth rates 
with the EIs kinetic contribution alone (solid lines), and with both EIs and thermal particle contributions (dashed), are also compared in (a). 
Note that the total equilibrium plasma pressure, as well as the EIs density fraction, is kept unchanged while varying the EIs birth energy. 
The other equilibrium parameters are the same as that in figure 2.
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for the isotropic distribution, for the co-tangential NBI 
induced EIs, as well as for two normal NBI injection cases 
with different Gaussian width δζ0 (δζ0 is formally the value 
of δζ at infinite particle energy). In our study, only trapped 
EIs are considered. These are particles with pitch angle 
|ζ |  <  0.4 in our examples. With the same number of total 
EIs, tangential injection gives the least fraction of trapped 
particles, as expected. Normal injections give larger fraction 
of trapped EIs, than the isotropic model. On the other hand, 
the normal injection model, with a larger Gaussian width 
(dash-two dotes line in figure 7(a)), gives less trapped hot 
ions than the normal injection with a smaller Gaussian width 
(dash dote line in figure 7), results in a distribution that is 
close to isotropic.

Figure 7(b) compares the MARS-K computed growth rates 
for the n  =  6 RWM, assuming various EIs distributions as 
reported in figure  7(a). The drift kinetic contributions from 
thermal particles are always present in all cases. The results 
again clearly illustrate the cancellation effect as we already 
find for the isotropic distribution case, and their consequence 
on the mode stability.

The most stable case, in terms of the required minimal crit-
ical flow speed for full stabilization of the mode, is obtained 
with the co-tangential injection model. This is because this 
case suffers the least cancellation effect, due to the small 
fraction of trapped EIs. In such a case, the dominant contrib-
ution for the mode damping comes from the thermal ions. 
The  isotropic model results in a larger fraction of trapped EIs, 
compared to the co-tangential case. As a result, larger degree 
of cancellation occurs, and a faster flow is needed to fully sta-
bilize the mode.

At the other extreme, where the fraction of trapped EIs 
is the largest (normal injection with small Gaussian width 
(δζ0  =  0.8)), a relatively small critical rotation is again 
observed for the mode stabilization. This is because the EIs 
kinetic contribution now over-compensates that of thermal 
ions. Therefore, in this case, the dominant role of the kinetic 
damping for the n  =  6 RWM is played by EIs.

Perhaps the most interesting case is the normal injection 
with large Gaussian width (δζ0  =  1.2). Here the trapped frac-
tion of EIs is such that neither thermal nor energetic ions 
kinetic contribution is dominant, thus a good cancellation 
occurs for a wide range of the plasma flow. As a result, the 
mode stays unstable even at fast plasma flow.

4. Kinetic effects on RWMs in tokamak plasmas

4.1. Specification of toroidal plasma equilibrium

We wish to understand whether the aforementioned cancella-
tion effect, observed for the n  =  6 RWM in the RFP plasma, 
can also occur for low-n RWM in a tokamak plasma. For the 
purpose of a comparative study, we choose a tokamak equi-
librium with the same plasma shape (circular) and the same 
inverse aspect ratio (a/R  =  0.2295), as that for the RFX-mod 
plasma. The on-axis vacuum toroidal and the resistive wall 

Figure 7. The effects of (a) the anisotropy (specified by the G1 factor as defined in the text) of the EIs equilibrium distribution in the 
particle pitch angle space ζ, on (b) the stability of the RWM, when the drift kinetic effects from both EIs and thermal particles are taken 
into account. Considered is the counter-current flow case, with all other equilibrium parameters chosen the same as that in figure 2. The two 
vertical lines in (a) indicate the trap-passing boundary.

Figure 8. Radial profile of the safety factor q in the tokamak 
plasma, with q(0)  =  1.1 and q(a)  =  3.6. The locations of rational 
surfaces correspond to the resonant (m  =  2,3) and non-resonant 
(m  =  1,4,5) harmonics of the n  =  1 mode.
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minor radius are also the same, with BT  =  1.5 T and b/a  =  1.12, 
respectively. A major difference with the RFP equilibrium is 
obviously the safety factor q. We choose a plasma current 
profile such that the on-axis q-value is q0  =  1.1, and the edge 
value is qa  =  3.6. The corresponding radial q profile is plotted 
in figure 8, where the q-profile is extended to the surrounding 
vacuum region outside the plasma. The equilibrium toroidal 
beta value is chosen to be β  =  0.011 (the normalized beta 
is βN  =  3.0) for this tokamak plasma. This pressure level is 
close to the ideal-wall beta limit, of β  =  0.012 (βN  =  3.2), for 
the onset of the n  =  1 external kink instability in this plasma. 
This is the regime where the drift kinetics have strong effect 
on the stability of the RWM, essentially due to the fact that 
the perturbed fluid potential energy δWb, with the ideal wall, 
approaches zero and is thus easily perturbed by the kinetic 
energy δWk [15].

In what follows, we shall study the stability of the n  =  1 
RWM for this tokamak equilibrium. Similar to the study for 
the RFP plasma, we shall include the drift kinetic resonances 
associated with: toroidal precession of thermal ions, electrons 
and energetic ions; the bounce and transit motions of thermal 
ions. The other drift motions of particles (e.g. bounce/transit 
motions of thermal electrons or fast ions) are neglected for the 
RWM study, since these are normally too fast (due to either 
too light particle mass or too large particle kinetic energy) 
to generate kinetic resonances with the mode. We shall only 
assume the isotropic EIs model in the tokamak study, which is 
sufficient to illustrate the cancellation physics.

4.2. Kinetic effects of EPs with isotropic distribution

The drift kinetic damping of the RWM by thermal particles, in a 
tokamak plasma, is somewhat different from that in an RFP, as 
has previously been shown [16]. In the tokamak case, the pri-
mary damping comes from the precessional drift resonances of 
trapped thermal ions and electrons, whilst in an RFP, the primary 
damping of the mode comes from passing thermal ions. This is 
also confirmed by comparing figures 2(a) and 9(a) in this study.

For the tokamak case shown in figure  9, in the absence 
of the EIs contribution, the n  =  1 RWM is fully stabilized at 
very slow toroidal flow speed of the plasma, in the frequency 
range of Ω/ωA ~ [−0.003,0.004]. This rotation frequency 
range, which also corresponds to the real mode frequency in 
the rotating plasma frame, largely matches that of the preces-
sional drift frequency of thermal particles shown in figure 10, 
but is far below the bounce/transit frequencies of thermal 
ions. Therefore, even though all the aforementioned kinetic 
effects are included into the MARS-K computations for this 
case, the resonance damping due to the precessional drifts of 
thermal particles is the key factor leading to the mode stabili-
zation at slow flow. The nearly symmetric effect of the mode 
damping, with respect to the counter- or co-current flow, is 
due to the fact that both thermal ion and electron contributions 
are included. Therefore, at a given sign of the flow speed, one 
of the  particle species will be in resonance, producing a sim-
ilar amount of the damping energy. At faster flow, resonances 
with the bounce/transit motions of thermal ions become 
more prominent. But still, no full stabilization of the mode is 
achieved with the thermal particles alone.

On the other hand, inclusion of the EIs contribution alone 
breaks the aforementioned symmetry for thermal particles. 
In fact stabilization of the mode is achieved only with the 
counter-current flow. This is qualitatively similar to the RFP 
case shown in figure 2(a), with a similar physics reason as dis-
cussed before. The critical flow speed, for the complete mode 
stabilization, is Ω/ωA ~  −0.026 for this case.

Combining together the kinetic contributions from both EIs 
and thermal particles, we observe two interesting effects. First, 
EIs marginally affect the precessional drift kinetic damping 
of the mode due to thermal particles, at slow plasma flow. (In 
fact a slight narrowing of the stability window is obtained at  
co-current flow, by adding the EIs contribution. But the effect 
is small.) This is because EIs precessional motion does not 
 produce significant resonances with the mode at this slow flow 
(though a moderate amount of resonances are indeed created as 
will be shown later). Secondly and more interestingly, adding 

Figure 9. The (a) growth rate /γ ωA, and (b) real frequency, of the n  =  1 RWM versus the toroidal plasma rotation frequency ωΩ A/  in both 
directions, for a tokamak plasma equilibrium. Compared are cases with thermal particle kinetic contribution alone (solid lines), with EIs 
alone (dashed), and with both thermal particle and EIs contributions combined (dash-dotted). The EIs pressure fraction, with birth energy 
of ε = 100 keVa , is specified as βh/βth  =  β*(1  −  s2)8, with β =∗ 0.19. The other equilibrium parameters are β = 0.011, β = 3.0N  and 
b/a  =  1.12.
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the kinetic contribution of thermal particles (primarily thermal 
ions), at fast flow, reduces the damping effect produced by the 
trapped EIs. This occurs with both flow directions, although the 
full stabilization is achieved again only with counter-current 
flow. The critical rotation speed is significantly increased by 
the addition of the thermal particle contrib ution. This is again 
due to the cancellation of the drift kinetic damping energy 
between thermal and energetic ions, similar to what has been 
observed (figure 2) for the RFP plasma.

Finally, we note that the real frequency of the mode, com-
puted in the wall frame and shown in figure 9(b), is generally 
small and stays within the range for a typical RWM. In other 
words, we are dealing with the RWM branch, even in the pres-
ence of EIs.

Figure 10 presents radial profiles of various drift frequen-
cies, averaged over the poloidal angle as well as over the par-
ticle velocity space, for the same equilibrium parameters for 
tokamak as that in figure 9. It shows the similar conclusion 
as shown in figure  3 for RFP plasmas, namely, at a certain 
range of the plasma rotation, if the RWM is in resonance 
with the precession frequency of EIs, it may be in resonance 
with the transit frequency of passing thermal ions and bounce 
frequencies of trapped thermal ions as well. Furthermore, in 
tokamaks, the precession frequency of EIs in certain area is 
much lower (near zero) than that in RFP plasmas. Therefore, 
even in the slow rotation regime, the precession motion of 
trapped EIs can still be in resonance with the mode, contrib-
uting non-negligible drift kinetic energy.

Figure 11 provides a more detailed analysis of the per-
turbed energy distributions among various particle species 
and different types of kinetic resonances. The imaginary 
parts of each energy components are compared, for three 
choices of the plasma rotation frequencies: /ωΩ = −0.043A , 

/ωΩ = −0.003A , and /ωΩ = +0.003A . At fast counter-current 
flow /ωΩ = −0.043A , both transit resonance of passing thermal 
ions and precession resonance of trapped EIs contribute, and 
partially cancel each other. The dominant contribution for 
the mode damping comes from EIs. At slow counter-current 
flow /ωΩ = −0.003A , the dominant contribution is due to 
the precession resonance of trapped thermal ions. The EIs 
also contribute a small amount which leads to the enhance-
ment of the damping. The other contributions are negligible.  
At slow co-current flow /ωΩ = +0.003A , the largest contrib-
ution to the mode damping comes from the precession 
 resonance of trapped thermal electrons. The other contrib-
utions, being small, partly cancel the electron contribution. 
In particular, the EIs contribution partly cancels the electron 
contribution, leading to the slight destabilization of the mode 
at slow co-current flow, as shown in figure  9. This energy 
 balance analysis thus fully supports the computed mode 
 stability shown in figure 9.

The energy histogram from figure 11 also shows one inter-
esting feature, i.e. a small but finite amount of perturbed kinetic 
energy from EIs produced at slow flow, independent of the 
flow direction. This is indeed possible by analyzing the local 
frequency of toroidal precession of trapped EIs in real space, 
as shown in figure 12(a). Similar to figure 5(a) for the RFP 
equilibrium, this frequency is obtained after the average over 
the particle velocity space. However, different from the RFP 
case, there is a considerable region in the R-Z plane shown 
in figure  12(a), where the drift frequency is in the counter-  
cur rent direction (with negative values). This eventually results 
in resonance between EIs and the mode at co-current flow.

Furthermore, figure  12(a) shows a large region of co- 
cur rent toroidal precession, at averaged frequencies of 
~0.02ωA. The mode-particle resonance in this frequency range 
leads to the stabilization of the RWM by EIs alone, as shown 
in figure 9(a). The 2D distribution of the MARS-K computed 

Figure 10. The radial profiles of various particle drift frequencies, 
averaged over the particle velocity space and over the poloidal 
angle, in a tokamak equilibrium for the toroidal precession 
frequency ω ω,d di e of trapped thermal ions and electrons, 
respectively; the precession frequency ωda of trapped EIs with the 
birth energy of ε = 100 keVa ; the bounce frequency /ω nb  of trapped 
thermal ions; as well as the transit frequencies ( ) /ω−m nq np  
of passing thermal particles, associated with different poloidal 
harmonics that participate into the mode-particle resonance 
condition. The equilibrium parameters are chosen the same as in 
figure 9.

Figure 11. Comparison of various contributions to the imaginary 
part of the perturbed drift kinetic energy, from transit resonance of 
passing thermal ions (transit), bounce resonance of trapped thermal 
ions (bounce), precessional drift resonance of trapped thermal ions 
(pre_ion), precessional resonance of trapped thermal electrons 
(pre_electron), and precessional resonance of EIs (pre_hot). 
Three plasma rotation speeds are assumed, with /ωΩ = −0.043A , 

/ωΩ = −0.003A , and /ωΩ = +0.003A , respectively. The other 
equilibrium parameters are the same as that in figure 9.
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damping energy from EIs, for the flow speed of /ωΩ = −0.02A , 
is plotted in figure 12(b). Similar to the RFP plasma, signifi-
cant amount of the damping energy, for this n  =  1 RWM, is 
located in the LFS of the torus. The up-down asymmetry of 
the energy distribution is attributed to the plasma flow effect.

5. Summary and conclusion

In this work, we have performed computational study of 
the drift kinetic effects of both thermal and energetic parti-
cles on the stability of the RWMs, in both toroidal RFP and 
tokamak plasmas, using the well benchmarked non-perturba-
tive MHD-kinetic hybrid code MARS-K. The key result is a 
finding of cancellation effect of the kinetic damping on the 
RWM, between the thermal particles and EIs contrib utions,  
in both RFP and tokamak configurations. In terms of the 
energy perturbation, the cancellation results in the reduction 
of the imaginary part of the total perturbed drift kinetic energy.

The drift kinetic resonances, that we include into the non-
perturbative computations, include the precessional drift of 
trapped thermal ions and electrons, of Maxwellian equilibrium 
distribution; the bounce and transit drift motions of trapped 
and passing thermal ions, respectively; the precessional drift 
of trapped EIs, of either isotropic or anisotropic equilibrium 
distribution in the particle pitch angle space and slowing down 
distribution in particle energy. The EIs are assumed to pos-
sess finite birth energies, of typical values for neutral beam 
induced particles in present day toroidal fusion devices.

For the RFP plasmas, either thermal particles or EIs 
alone can stabilize the most unstable RWM (with n  =  6 in 
our chosen toroidal equilibrium). Whilst the thermal particle 
stabilization, primarily resulting from the transit resonance 
of passing thermal ions, occurs for co- and counter-current 
toroidal flows, the precessional drift resonance stabilization 
from EIs occurs only for the counter-current flow, at which 
the proper resonance conditions can be satisfied. The cancel-
lation between the thermal and energetic ions kinetic effects 
thus takes place with the counter-current plasma flow.

A comparative study has also been carried out for the n  =  1 
RWM, based on a toroidal tokamak plasma with the same 
plasma shape (circular poloidal cross section), inverse aspect 
ratio (a /R  =  0.2295), toroidal equilibrium field (1.5 T), and the 
wall minor radius (b/a  =  1.12). The EIs kinetic effects on the 
n  =  1 RWM is qualitatively similar in the tokamak plasma, i.e. 
full stabilization of the mode at fast counter-current toroidal 
plasma flow, compared to that on the n  =  6 RWM in the RFP. 
However, the effects of thermal particles are different than 
that in RFP, on two major aspects: (i) full stabilization of the 
n  =  1 RWM is achieved at very slow plasma flow, primarily 
due to the precessional drift resonance of trapped thermal ions 
and electrons; (ii) no full stabilization of the mode is achieved 
at fast flow, despite the inclusion of bounce and transit reso-
nances of thermal particles. Despite this difference, a similar 
cancellation effect is obtained for the tomaka plasma, where 
adding the thermal particle contrib ution reduces the kinetic 
damping effect introduced by the EIs.

On the other hand, since the cancellation effect studied in 
this work is sensitive not only to the plasma flow, but also 
to the equilibrium distribution of EIs. It is possible to mini-
mize the cancellation of the damping energy on the RWM, by 
 tailoring the distribution of trapped EIs.

As a final remark, we mention that this partial cancellation 
effect between thermal and energetic particles not only occurs 
for the damping of the RWM, but also during the triggering 
of the fishbone-like external kink modes (FLEM) by EIs in 
tokamaks and RFPs, as has recently been predicted by the 
MARS-K computations [31]. The difference is that the same 
(cancellation) effect leads to the reduced damping (and hence 
destabilization) of the RWM, whilst to the reduced efficiency 
of triggering (and hence stabilization) of the FLEM.
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